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Cell culture facilitated by elastic interaction 






A cla.ssic experimental model of tissue morphogenesis is the self-organization of fibrobl部 tcells 
in a colla伊 ngel [1]. Traction forc田 exertedby the cells induce reorientation of colla伊nfibers in 
the extracellular matrix (ECM)， which facilitates cooperative motion and growth of fibrobla.sts. 
Here 1 present a minimal model of fibrobl部も culture，focusing on long-range el舗もicinteraction 
between anisotropic force dipoles [2]， anisotropic diffusion along the tensile direction [3] and 
migration induced by strain gradien旬 [4].The model is formulated in two dimensions， with 
both discrete and coarse-grained pictures for cel distribution. 
1n the model， the deformation of ECM is determined by minimizing the harmonic ela.stic 
Iー 〆、2 1 
energy F = J J2r I 号E~+ μ (Eij -~Ekkðij )一(θliI'ij)Uj I ' where Eij = ~ (aiUj + θ~Ui) is the 
strain tensor and h = aj I'ij is the force field created by the cel， with 九jthe force dipole tensor. 
1n the discrete picture， Pij is given as 乃j(r)= La Qij(rα)d(r -r(α)， where r(α) is the position 
of the αーthcel and Qij = QOdij + QIEij + Q2Ekkdij represents the orientation of cels. Each 
cel moves by anisotropic diffusion with a diffusion coefficient proportional to Qij. 1n the coarse-
grained picture， Pijis the product of Qij and the cel concentration c = c(r)， which is convected 
by velocity叫=vt ajEij + V2aiEjj. We comp紅 esimulation results with the two pictures and 
experimentally observed patterns of cel aggregation. The role of the coupling between strain 
and orientational order of collagen fibers is also discussed. 
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